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ABSTRACT 

This research attempts to describe the relationship between rainfall and Rice 

yield in Katcha and its environs, with some suggestions for controlling effect 

of flood and drought in the area of study. 

The main aim of this work is to determine the extent of which rainfall have 

contributed to affect rice production of these present farmers in the study 

area. 

The sources of this data were mostly collected from (ADP-Bida) 

Agricultural Development Project Bida. 

As along term solution to the effects of the following above, this research 

work recommended that Government should embark on massive irrigation 

farming as dry season farming through sinking of bone holes particularly 

areas prone to floods and drought. 



1.0 INTRODUCTION. 

1.1 BACKGROUND. 

CHAPTER ONE. 

The secret of plant growth lies in the balance between heat and 

rainfall. The value of rains depends not only on seasonal amount, but also 

distribution and reliability. If the season average is low, rainfall is usually 

less dependable. 

Plants differ enormously in their ability to withstand water shortage. 

There are three groups infact, i) the camels of the plants world (the 

xerophates) the average citizens (mesophates) and the ducks of the plant 

world (hydrophate). Their rainfall needs depend on the heat of the sun in the 

stage of their growth. If the rain have failed, the plant must rely on the soil 

for moisture. 

Source: (UMO 1977 Geneva 1967) 

With regards to rice, a large part of rice in sub-Sahara Africa is rain 

fed. (Moorman and Van Breemen (1978), For example it is commonly 

grown in uplands of Seirraleone and Guinea and Liberia where rainfall is 

substantial and evenly distributed. Rain fed rice is widely cultivated over 

West Africa, particularly Nigeria (Ayotade 1980 and Faqade 1982 and 

Wards 1980). 
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This wet land rain fed rice depends solemnly on rainfall and some 

moisture contents. Therefore only where irrigation is possible can rice be 

planted at a date which will result in repening period of high global solar 

rendition during the dry season. (De Datta and Zorotes 1970). 

One of the most original features of rice is the fact that can grow 

under vary different environment condition, particularly from the point view 

of its water supply. It can be grown either as an upland crop, supplied solely 

rain water, or at the other end at the scale, as floating crop. 

Deficiency in soil moisture is a feature of rainfall variability, that 

requires continuos investigation through meteorological Data. This is 

because, inspite of technological and scientific advancement weather is still 

the important variable in agricultural production. 

Resent studies and research in relation to aspect of hydrology and 

meteorology in Nigeria, since the period of the sahehian drought which 

began in 1969 concentrated upon socio-economic aspects of environmental 

degradation, such studies as on drought, desertification, desert encroachment 

and meteorological aspects. Their causative mechanisms and factors and 

possible methods of abatement and control. (Ojo 1985 and Adefolalu D.O. 

(1986,1990). On the other hand, studies on aspects of environmental 



hydrogy in Nigeria have not been widely docun1ented. (Ayoade and 

Oyebande 1982). 

However, climate variability and subsequent rainfall deficiency has 

negative consequence which disnlpt economy, society and the environment. 

This may occur over a wide range of time scale fronl a season to year's or 

decades. This i-&-could be associated to drought, which is the direct cause of 

famine, that can kill hundreds or thousand of people and disrupt the society 

and live hood of valuable of world's inhabitant. 

Rainfall variability is more pronounced in areas with well defined wet 

and dry seasons as in 1110St part of Nigeria in particular and in the tropic in I . , 

general. This can be expected every year owing to seasonal changes 111 

atmospheric circulation pattern. Lower than nOlmal rainfall results 111 

drought conditions which when aggravated lead to dry conditions and when 

temperatures are extreamely high severe desertification occurs which lead to 

wilting of crops. Such exceptional dry weather dominates the northern Sahel 

belt of Nigeria to which (Katcha) in Niger State belongs. 

Of all climatic fluctuations the short-term variability IS beconling 

increasingly important. The high degree of precipitation variability that has 

plagued different parts of Nigeria particularly, the Northern Sudan Sahara 

region has been of great public concen1 where precipitation in their area has 



become unrel iable. The consequence of precipitation deficiency is injurious 

to Agriculture, when periods with lower than normal rainfall are prolonged. 

Thus sensitivity to precipitation variation for agricultural and pastoral 

fanning, animal rearing in this section of Nigeria has major socio-economic 

impact because seasonal and monthly precipitation are sharply reflected in 

the total crops yield each year. 

The term rain fall is associated with sustained period of abnormal and 

normal water or moisture supply, which translated the different amount of 

rain fa ll recorded ill a region that is not consistent over successive period. 

Plant response to TIlOisture requirements and even drought situation 

has shown that some.times the amount of recorded rainfall is quiet irrelevant. 

A year with perhaps normal or abnormal total annual rainfall, but 

characterised by delayed on set or premature cessation (or both) of the rain 

season is worse for plant than one with definite short fall in total amount. 
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1.2 STATEMENT OF RESEARCH PROBLEM. 

lnspite of recent teclmology and scientific advancement, weather 

record is still the most important in agricultural production (Ayoade 1977). 

Problems of ecological disaster such as drought, desertification, flood 

and erosion have been on the increase in Nigeria. (Adefolalu 1976A, 1983A, 

1993). In Niger State there have been problem of water shortage as a result 

of deficiency and variability in normal year rainfall, drought, pollution, land 

wasting and declining agricultural productivity. Government instead of 

addressing the root causes of the problem and finding solutions, resulted into 

ceremonial tree planting exercise and award of various degree of contracts 

water provision that wide spread and abandoned throughout the state. 

There is a dcfinite shortfall in documentation of studies on both 

atmosphelic circulation patterns and geo-environmental indicators of 

deficiency and variability of rainfall in the entire sahel sub region. 

(Obasi 1987) the abundant lmowledge and tested theory on the role of 

atmospheric circulation and its variability in relation to climate and its 

anomalitics c.g. drought and flood, government do concentrated on 

exploitative natural resources, monitoring with respect to capital investment. 

(Bourn et al 1991) for example, in Nigeria which has been expatiated 

upon by Adefolalu (1986) poor exclusion of well defined programme to 
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rehabilitate, the deforested and the degraded of the geo-environment even 

when reliable data are available. 

(Berry 1984) the years' 1973 and 1983, widely accepted as years in Nigelia, 

rain started late and ended earlier than usual especially in the northern part 

of the country. And the situation where most of the people depend on 

agriculture for their livelihood, and where there are other resources on which 

fall back the variability in rainfall might constitute an econonlic disaster in 

the area under study. 

For example, most of the erops in the study area, whieh include cereal 

and leguminous especial rice required moderate of 700-1 OOOmm of rainfall. 

For the purpose of this it has been ascertained and believed some 

years before and subsequently now, rainfall variability has and may 

adversely effect on crop production and yield in the study area, if remedies 

are not put forward. It is for these reasons that the present research is thought 

to be relevant in generating empirical relationship, which will quantify some 

of the enumerated effects. 

1.3 AIlVl AND OUJECTIVES. 

The aim is to look into fluctuation in rice production in Katcha and its 

environs as result of influence of rainfall. 

Within this broad aim the specific objectives are:-

6 



a) To determine how rainfall influences rice production in the study area. 

b) To offer suggestions for lasting solution. 

1.4 JUSTIFICATION OF THE STUDY. 

The deficiency in rainfall could be attributed to both the natural and 

general circulation of the atmospheric motion thropogenic factors. This 

aggravates the green effect. (global warning) and fragile ecological balance 

in the drought prone sudan-sahallain belt of Nigeria. 

Adefolalu (1986) confirmed that, while sahel-type of vegetation was 

non exist up to 1950.it has now spread south latitude lOoN in Nigeria with 

trends in desertification of sahel proper, suggesting increase in areas to 

recovered by "tree less" desert conditions in sahel. 

The possible way to control this tree planting. Therefore an 

intensification of a practical approach to conservation of the landscape and 

water in a multipurpose initiative is necessary. 

Because of importation bills on subsidy for rice importation at the 

wake of the 1983 drought and 1997/88, inflation run into billion of naira in 

hard cumency. 

The area of the research which is a farming community in Niger State, 

is purely agricultural area. The fanners of the area have been contributing 



inU11enseJy towards self-sufficiency in food production in Niger State and 

Nigeria at large. 

It is now believed that the type of investigation pursued in this study 

is a justification to highlight, the degree of the contribution of this farmers. 

And the degree of problems in the study area particularly that associated to 

rainfall fluctuations. 

1.5 SCOPE AND LIMITATION OF THE STUDY. 

As the topic suggest t~ will limits 1t3 only on the influence of rainfall 

on rice production in Katcha and its environs. This study is covered with 

both fad am and upland rice farming lands, not on other cereal crops. 

It covered the duration of ten years rainfall characteristics of the area data, 

from Niger State Agriculture Project Bida, and airport Minna. 

Furthermore, because it is difficult to release data by government 

agencies that is why we relied greate deal on responses generated from my 

questionnaire rather than lTIuch depend on government agencies, (Airport 

and Agriculture project Biua). 

We however are involved that our analysis is a close representation of 

true position of influence of rain fall on the rice production in this 

farming cOll1munity. 
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1.6 LOCATION OF STUDY AREA. 

Katcha and its environs is located in Katcha local government area of 

Niger State. It lies between 80N and 12~ and longitude 4E and 8oE. the 

western part of this community, situated on a marshy land area, found 

around or along river banks. The marshy areas are most used for growing of 

sugar cane and rice, palm oil trees and vegetables. 

The north and west eastern part of this farming community is situated 

on grass land, which fornls the best land for growing groundnut, Cotton, up 

and land rice and guinea com etc. these districts have distinct seasons, wet 

and dry season. 

A wet season which starts in April and last to november, and rainfall 

in heaviest in July and August. 

Temperature is constant with an annual mean of 27°C and maximum of 

31°C. 

1.7 RELIEF. 

Katcha with four dish-icts is situated on flat land. There are a few 

riverine areas, across the districts in both north and west and southwest. 

These rivers dry up during the dry season, but are full to capacity during the 

season. They are characterised by flooding and rapids, as such therefore, 



they are not navigable. There're some few scattered hills on to the north and 

east of the districts. 

1.8 VEGETATION AND SOIL. 

Katcha District fall exactly within the southern guineas Savam1ah. There are 

grasses such as northern gambber and trees like shea-nutes trees and some 

few economic trees. Many of such trees were planted by individuals in their 

villages around their houses and on their farms. Creaping root cro[ps and 

grains are common ly grown. The Katcha has mostly loaning soil. 

1.9 THE OUTLINE HISTORY OF KATCHA DISTIUCTS. 

The two district that fonned area of study, consists of tribes. The Nupes, 

Rausa, Yoruba and Fulani. The Nupe form a major tribe. They are said to be 

the first settlers into the area. The two districts consists of morw than 160 

villages with total population of about 80,000 people (Local Government 

source). This district have four wards these are for political administrative 

convcniencc, are together, answerable to the traditional ruler called Emir of 

Bida (ETSU NUPE). 

The density shows that the areas is relatively sparsely peopled. Some 

villages are scattered within the area. Oral records fron1 elders point to the 



fact that both the Nupe and other tribes like Fulani migrated into the area at 

the different times. The other tribes or clan were assimilated the Nupes who 

form the major tribes. 

However the influence of the fulani and the Hausas on the area, is that 

through inter marriages, they have led to the different dialects in the area. 

The major religion is that is Islam. There are a few Christians and Pocket of 

traditional religion. 

1.10 SOCIO-ECONOMIC CHARACTERISTICS. 

There are a few public institutions or structures, and no large private 

organisations. There exist a few established Niger State own public offices, 

like accounts of law, dispensing and one modem health centre at Katcha 

town and few secondary school and three junior secondary schools. There 

are also few local government primary schools. 

Also there are few colonial offices located at the railway station, and 

few dispensaries scattered in the few villages within the area. The dominant 

occupations are farming and fishing. The relief and climates of the area of 

these locality have made it possible to grow rice and others like palm oil 

tree, G/nuts melon. 



The most di sappointed issue in the distTict due to luck of local 

manufacturing industries, many villages arc not assessable enough during 

rainy season. The roads arc not quite motorable throughout the year. They 

are either seasonal or the bridges across then can only be used seasonally. 



CJIPATEH T''''O 

2.1 LiTERATURE REVIEW. 

Many al1icJes have been written on the effect of climate change and the 

production of crop in several part of the world. The change in rainfall pattem with 

time may be explained in terms of changes in the general at mospheric circulation, 

which calise southward and north ward movemcnt of c1imatic zones. According to 

(Lamb 1968, 1972) will effect the growing season or the length of the growing period 

of crop which will in turn affect crop yield. 

Some studies 011 environmental hydrology and meteoroio!:,'Y COllcentTated on 

soci-economic effects of environment degradation, such studies was directed to drought 

desertification, desert encroachment, and other related fields. (Have 1945 Lam 1972, 

1974 and J 982, Miles and Folland 1974, Charney 1975, Ogulltoyimbo and Richerds 

1977, Nicholson 1979, GregOly 1982, Ojo 1985, Nicholson and Entabesi 1985, 

Adefolalu 1983, 1986, 1988 and 1990). The most serjous drought occlUTed in Sudan. 

Growing season rainfall as little as half of famine. In some fanning areas of northern 

Sudan the drought was severe as in 1984, when thousands of people died. DIYlless 

also allecleu the margillal growing areas ofihe Sudan's eastern neighbow·. 

There are lots of emperical studies in Nigeria aimed at estimating some 

meteorological parameters, which are not commonly mcasured. These include water 

balance (Ojo 1969, Obasi ] 972) and assessment of evaporation. (Genier 1956, Daviel 

L966, Ojo 1969, Adefalalu 1988). 

, . 



A lot of studies have been dOJle to relate crop yields to weather parameters. The 

teclmique, for rice yic1d in India is a common one (Robertson in UMO. Technical 

Notes No. 144). The technique was multiple regression analys is and long term records 

of yield and weather data just to establish relation ships between yields and celiain 

weather factors at specific time in the life cycle of the rice crop. He there fore 

suggested that, this techniques provides encouraging results because similar techniques 

were used ill developing equation for other rice growing area sin India with positive 

result. 

Ekpo (19R9) Iloted that regreSSIOn models have been extcnsively used by 

diffcrent peoplc proviued that the data are base range for climatic variables only. But 

for this research study the choice of data for each analysis depends relationship 

between the crop being investigated and the prevailing climatic element with regards to 

the environmental selling where the analysis is concluded. 

Among the first of such models was the one constructed by Thompson ill 1960s 

to assess the influence of selected weather factors and technology in the production of 

the specific grain crops in mid-west of the United State of America. (Thompson 1962, 

19G<), 1 <)75). I'or exalllple his 1962 whcat modc1 was bascd on uata from six states ill 

mid-west U.S.A involving two climatic variable i.e raillfall and temperature various 

results from several people who modified his model showed that about half of the 

residual variegate were explained by the climatic components alone. 



In another devclopmcnt, Warrjck (1984) observed that these regressIOll 

techniques carry the advantages of involving weather predictors such as monthly or 

weekly precipitation (rainfall). He stressed that the statistical emperical methods 

drown upon historicnl climate and yields data series for the determination of model 

parameter. 

In addition to that, Penn and Calia (1988) observed the relationship (between 

climatic variable and yie ld) may valY from region to region and from crop to crop. But 

they also asserted that cmperical statistical models related a sample of seasonal crop 

productively dllta to wC;lther data for the same period usillg statistical tcchniqucs such 

as corredetiol1 coefficicnt ® and or regression analysis these relationship could be 

quantified. 

2.2 VARIABILITY OF RAINFALL DISTRIBlJTION. 

Variability of rainfall distribution one arcas has been a scourge of mankind even 

I.e. areas or region with copies rainfall. Historically speaking even drought are not 

uncommon, nor varillbiJity becomes a umque phenomena to the sallalian regIOn. 

Because according to lIIallY authors it is a rccurrcnt climatic phenomena in Africa 

pClrticulltrly in sudano sallelian zone. Most peasant farmers <Uld herds men cml recouut 

tales of lean years due to deficiency in rainfall of local droughts and even disaster e.g. 

farming and floods, YC,lfS such as the early 1970s when animals and crops perished. 



According to U,-owal Adeoye 1973) areas which normally receive appreciable 

amounts or rainfall sufficient to raise crops do suffer some times from shortage or 

abnormal distribution of raills resulting in a partial or total crop failure. Sanford 

(1978) desire such areas as areas of induced shortage of some economic goods brought 

abound by inadequate or badly timed rainfall. 

Therefore due to luck of strict induce for the variability or ralll, one can 

summarise this condition as basically a derivation from a rainfall reign whose effects 

arc aver on people, animals and planate of a particular climate zone. In this area 

(Kntc1w farming COllllllllllity) of the study what determines the variability of rainfall is 

thc totality of how dry or wet ht preceding year was, how late this year's rain is 

established. How early it ceases, who well the rain received is distributed in addition 

to how large the amoullt of rainfall is. 

H is a COIlUlIOIl knowledge that avail ability of water has been man's major 

concern throughout history. Water has becn llHUl is means of sw-vival and at times his 

enemy. At variolls pJaces mld at different times people migrated from place to place in 

search of water or in order to run away from drought, flood and erosioll. In his effOlt 

to provide and acquire a safe and comfortable environlllent for sllstainable development 

man, has since then contiuued to intensity research in area of drought flood mitigation, 

erosion control. Water resources development for irrigation, navigation, domestic and 

industrial water supplies. 



The cstablislul1cllt of many meteorological stations towards the middle of the 

20th ccnlury provided cl imatic record to morc adequately describe the a real extent of 

rainfall distribution and variability. There fille using rainfall data from various well 

established stations .. fJsher (1975) summarised historical evidence indicating that 

drought and [ermine conditions prevailed in different parts of present day . north em 

Nigeria in the year 1983 - 1937, 1847, ] 855, 1873, 1888 and 1889 - 1890. And 

AbdulmulJ1inu (1984) has extcnded thTee more episodes, which cover large areas in 

sub-tropical zone in 19 18,. J 942 and 1973 supporting the opinion of other Authors, 

Abdulllluili cOllflrmed that sillce J972 only two years 1974 and 1975 yielded higher 

rainfall than normal in many years in Africa. 

2.3 \VHY VARI AB ILITY IN RAINFALL DISTRIBUTION. 

For example, changes ill global aim prcssure and general circulation as stressed 

by (Lamb,1973) dated back from twenty to twenty years. According him, sahehiall 

rainfall has bcen pred icted to decline by a change in global pressure belts. The 

argwncnt is based on the theOlY that reduced pressure gradient [rom the equator has 

rcsulted ill the tropical Illaritimc air Illass which brings lIloisture to the Borthcm part of 

Nigeria sweeping less for north and consequartcly disposing a higher propOltion of its 

rain near equator. 

If the atmospheric circu.1atioll system changes, an m'ea nonnally wlder ascending 

cOllvictivcs system comes under descending stable system. It will experience reduced 
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rainfall no matter what the sw-face vegetation cover it. Although according to 

Abdulmumill (1984) desertification doe not under estimate the impOltance of large 

scale vegetation c1earillg in changing micro climate of an area. 

2.4 RAlNFALL VARIABlLlTY EFFECTS. 

In this developlllent, enviro1Ullental effects compounded by certain human 

activities which include the global warming as a consequence of a zone depletion that 

results from the release of chleroflouro carbons, nitrate oxides, melthare carbon moon 

oxides and over green hOllse gases, vegetation clearance etc are so serious that only 

with massive efforts and a return of nonnal rainfall will the agricultumllands and crop 

yields ever recover their desire level. Accordillg to Apcldorn (1978) the soil of most of 

the drought affected areas have becomes so hardened and eroded that yOWlg plants 

even if sprouted, cannot survived or facilitated the espccted yields, as the lands have be 

come increasingly patched and subjected to erosion. 

Hydologically, Illany steams have drastically reduced their volume rate of flow. 

For example Niger River was reported as being at its lowest for 30 year in 1972 

(Thomas alld 130nll<l 11)73) a.nd it lowest for sixty years ill 1973 (AId 1973). 

2.5 RAINFALL A ND DROUGHT. 

As early as 19C10, on wards, the sehelc region suffered a progressive dedi.llg in 

mill fall which culmi1Hltcd between 1968 and 1973 in a drought so severe that it sterved 



nocks and hards, even hUlllan, and damaged soil and natmal vegetation. Though, raills 

returned to some areas ill 1974, the 1973 drought has persisted in others and re-invaded 

West Africa in 1979. 

However, due to relatively abundant rainfall after tJlat drought episode, although 

periodic drought spell s still persisted. The shale never recorded the nonnal rains with 

most places recording rain fall averaging only about 70% of the long term meau. 

Meteorologists attributed rainfal1 defici ency as condition of absolute and pattial 

of at east 15 consecuti ve days non of which is credited with 0.21l1m or more of rainfall 
~ 

.' ; , 

••• . , . I ., .... I 

of which docs 1I0t cxc(.; (.;d O.21111ll (Mac"!li!osh I (63). Thus, deficiency is said to occw· 
• ,o. -

when the rainfaJl received in a yeaT or season is less them a specific percentage of the 

long term (IllllUal or seasonal average required for crop cultivation. This contribution 

does not aHow to grow at optimum rates and occms any time the daily supply of 

1l10istme from the soil or falling precipitation. (Rain fall) soils to meet the daily water 

needs or rice. A slow (hying of the soil tacked place and crops fail to grow at their 

optimulll rate, thus resulting in Jess then optimum crop yields (Akoh and Okenode 

L 995). 

III Hnother development, in adequacy of soil moisture or write below soil surface 

for nutrients ill take by plants is not a functioll of rajnfall, but ils spread, dislTibutioll 

and reliability (seasonally) is a greet determination from plants production. So that, in 

research area Kntcha (farming COnUl1Ulljty ) takes a look of OCCWTence or HOll 

assurance of the three set of parameters is decisive Oil possible management through 



the degree of wetllcss ,111d water equivalent to avert drought for best result (Jeseph 

] 995). 

Further more, drought in Agricultural practice relates to seasonal vegetation 

development, a situation when the demand for watcr by plants is not. tIus may occur 

even when total alUlUaL rain faLL amounts do not cluUlge but temporaty distribution 

could be such that plnllts recei ve less rain at the time of maximum delllatld. This 

aspects is though to be related to sigtufic<lJlt drop in agricultural yield, wlucll was a 

function of spatial and temperaral variations of precipitation pattern during the 1973 

monSOOIl seasoll. 

tn anothcr devclopment, drought is a fUllction of weather producing system in 

west Africa. In the tropics anomalities of pattern of precipitation (atUlual amouhts, 

seasollal, variable distribution in times and space etc) between 197011990 have aroused 

much interest & variolls studies have given the cause of such anomalies in West Africa 

as ranging from the failure of the Monsoon and tbe atmospheric synoptic scale features 

to the increasing albedo effects due to the sudace vegetation which will result in lower 

thermal heating needed for cOllvectioll. (Charmey et al 1977, Adefolulo 1984b). 

Ileillg a season:d wind systelll, the c1illlalological features of the monsoon 

suggests that there are too rainfall seaSOll, dry and wet in general. It is dlY from mid 

October to mid April, while the wet season cOIl!ba.{he other half of the year. 



CHAPTER Tl I [tEE 

3.0 RERSEARCH IYIETl-lIODOLOY 

This research methodology for Data collection included library studies 

notes, ficld studies, and questiolUlaire, survey, and statistical analysis from 

field. 

3.1 LIBRARY RESEARCH 

The research work, used and consulted the existing publications, which 

include weather records some relevant literature on drought, desertification 

and precipitation e1Iectiveness. The aim is to ensure relationship between 

rainfall variability and rise production. And also to highlight the influence of 

rainfall variability in other areas with similar problems. 

3.2 METEOROLOGICAL DATA. 

Data on rainfall, Ii'om 1991-2000 and 1994-2001 of Kateha in the study 

areas will be used. The Data are available at meteorological station Minna, 

and Niger Statc Agricultural Developmcnt Project Bida, climatic Change 

centre FUT Mimla. The annual mean and monthly rainfall data for Katcha 

and its environs will be used for a period of ten years and 12 years 

respectively. This will be useful for computation of onset, cessation and 



length of the rainy season (LRS) these three (onset, cessation dates of the 

rains and length of rainy season,) if basc on mean monthly rainfall data, 

rainfall values will give the effective period which determines the rainy 

season for particular year. This is unlike the practice of detaining certain 

threshold values of l11ean am1ual rain fall. Course there may be uncertainty 

of the actual day/date during a particular month when the conU11encement of 

rainy season is due to COnllTIence. Togetherness or consistence monthly data 

years will prove the values needed to determine the differences as it spread 

over the exactly wet period . 

As you may already aware that cessation n1eans the effective 

determination data of the rainy season. This does not imply the last day of 

rainfall, although rainfall can no more be assured. The values estimated from 

monthly rainfall data when less than 600l111TI of rain was received, be wrong. 

But from the estimate of realistic onset (s) and cessation date (cd) the 

/ 

effective length of rainy season (LRS) may be outline as LRS-CD-ST. 

This is good to note that optimum crop yield is just a function for the 

hydration neutral zone it is also in arcas where c1Tective proper 

evapotranspiration (ET) is high. So also, for drought prone semi arid zones 

potential evaporation increasingly exceeds precipitation and actual 

?? 



evapotranspiration decreases that adequate control measures to enhence the 

later crop yield shall then decrease in the study environment. 

Therefore, if adequate water is not been made available, plant grow 

shall be stunted and yield will be negligible. Hydro deficiency mllst be vary 

well checked to determine the required water demand of l:ice to ensure good 

crop yield. 

3.3 STATISTICAL TECHNIQUES. 

In the area of data analysis, this rese~rch work will make use of the 

following methods. 

(a) Simple mean 

(b) Percentage, ranking correlation. 

The means and percentage are to explain the rice yields between deficiency 

years and the normal years. For exan1ple Pearson's product of Inovement 

con-elation by coefficient is to give the degree of association between two 

set of pared variables to be used as rainfall distribution and rice yields. 

However this is tu show either riee pruduction ur yields arc very much 

dependent on rainfall influence. 



3.4 FIELD TECHNIQUES 

a) Questionnaire: 

The questiom1aire is one of the main instrument or material used for the 

collection of data for this research work. The steps for its effectiveness, 

include personal existence reading carried out by the writer on some related 

topics, inn relation to some consultations with the supervisor. And an 

acceptable questionnaire was later established to farmers. 

In another development, as result of closed control questions, researcher 

hoped to assist, to a certain extent of against irrelevant answers and thus, 

ensure reliability in the responses collected from the work. The 

questionnaire was also prepared in such a way to cover aspect of farmer's 

planting time, harvesting time, the yield per hectare and storage facilities 

family size and system of farming etc. It is self administered to farmers on 

their farmlands and homes. 

The simple random sampling will be used. Fifty farmers (ten from each 

five communities Katcha, Bakeko, Edatsu, Lafiagi, Badeggi, will be sample. 

For the purpose of two hypothesis were postulated i.e null and alternatives 

hypothesis. This is to demonstrate the probability that change alone might 

not yield the given date. The two hypothesis are formulated so that if null 
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hypothesis are rejected as a result of the statistical test to be applied, it will 

then logically alternatives. The rejection level is put at 0.05 probability 5%. 

b) Field observation: 

The writer of this research will personally visit farms to see for himself, in 

order to give a first hand information on the sizes of farm lands, that 

experienced low or significant yield as a result of the variability in rainfall. 

Some Farmers estimated the areas of their farmland in 1994,1997, 1999, and 

2000. This gives way for rice yield and rainfall influence for ten years. 
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CHAPTER FOUR. 

J~.l \ .. DATA ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION OF RESULT. 

The following data analysis is based on the information gathered actual 

from the questionnaires administered into five villageslrandomly selected. 

These villages are Edotsu, Lafiagi, Badeggi and Katcha. 

As such the information received from them include age variation of 

interviewed people, occupation religion, experience in farm work, type of 

crops growth most, planting season period of first rain, estimated 

production for the following years 1992, 1994, 1997 and 2000 at 4 years 

respectively and experience in flooding and drought. And causes of low 

yield in rice for specific period and e1Iort of government to farmers and 

possible ways or solutions to control low yield of rice in relation to 

moisture content. 

Rainfall and its distribution throughout the year is most important 

single characteristic of climate element determine the potential of plants 

unless ilTigation is used. 

The effect of rainfall has on crops is vary tremendously, because the 

length of the growing season is detennined by the on set and end of the 

rain. There is possibility for triple or double cropping when rainfall is 

prevalent and when rainfall is seasonal, it permits single cropping as it is 

the case in this part of the country. So agriculturist and modern day farmers · 



and intensifying their efforts to introduce some varieties that will take only 

few days to mature, (precisely) forty-forty five days. However this has not 

been vary effective because of the unsteadiness in the onsets of the rain 

yearly. 

It is not the total amounts that matters but its equitable distribution over 

the growing season. Therefore from the general clearing of the land that is 

done, very close to on set of the rains in this conununity. First rain have 

then marked the beginning of farming activities. For proper use of rain to 

rice, the rain for particular years must be well distributed with long period 

and must allow the soil to retain water for rice to grow to the maturity 

without long intelTuption. 

In contrast to above assertion is the delay in planting or reduction in the 

size of farm and increase in capital expenditure. Therefore tilling of land 

commences with the first rain. As such any delay of first rain therefore 

affects the tilling and subsequent farming activities either drought or not. 

The delay cause in planting is the most critical here because in an abnormal 

distribution allccls yield and sizc of j~Lrln lanus to be cultivateu by 

individual fanner as it limits the length farming period during it occunence 

at large. 



In another development farming is the people's major economic 

activities and is only consolidated by rearing of livestock with petty trading 

in the dry season period. 

The climate of the study area is a sub hLlll1id type classified as the 

tropical wet and dry by Koppen (1971). The two seasons are vary nluch 

dependent on two prevailing air masses over the country at different time of 

the year. The dry tropical continental air masses of the sahara region and 

humid maritime air mass originating from the Atlantie ocean. The two air 

masses nearly opposite in direction met at a zone of discontinuity stretching 

cast west across Wes t Africa known as the inter tropical discontinuity. It 

migrates northwards and southward following the east revelation. Its 

thereby reaches the south limits at latitude SON in January and its northern 

limits in vicinity of latitude 20-24oN in the August. The LT.D. as explained 

above reaches the study area at 40E and 80E between April and may and it 

recedes in October. 

However rainfall aIll0unt and its variations constitute the most 

significant sci of climate variability, which uirectly affect the amount, 

reliability and timing of available water for agriculture crops in this study 

area. (Udo 1970) that this study area general the variation in the rain fall in 
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the area is the greatest climate determinate for growth and cultivation of 

nee. 

4.2 RAINFALL VARIATIONS IN THE STUDY AREA. 

For example, Jackson (1977) believes that any variations in rainfall for the 

about 30% is still normal for the tropical wet and dry climate, the average 

duration of 6 month wet month at study area that length between 5 and 7 

months. Any variation in the amount and duration of rainfall according 

Olofin 1984 results in three rainfall regimes as follows. 

(a) The wet region, when amount of rain is longer then normal, the duration 

is longer and the rainfall pattern is steady. 

(b) There is moderate regime when amount and the duration of rainfall are 

approximately the same as the mean value and the rainfall pattern is 

fairly steady over the areas. 

(c) When the dry regime accounted, is that either the amount and duration of 

rainfall is less them the mean value with erratic rainfall pattern or both 

the amount and period of rainfall are less than mean value. 

This graph reveals that some years with high rainfall recorded high yield, 

because 1997, 1999,and 2000 seems to be years with high rainfall, and high 

yield of rice. But this is not much true to some extent, because 1993 and 
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FIG 4/rl Amount of annual rainfall received in 'the study a"" 'r(1992-2OO1) 
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yield of rice. But this is not much true to some extent, because 1993 and 

1992 also have n10derate rainfall recorded. But experienced low yield. This 

is a great indication, that rainfall influence production of rice, but not as 

much to some extent. it has relationship with production, but the correlation 

may very week. 

What proved that relationship between rainfall and Rice production is 

very week, is that both table of ten years rainfall and ten years Rice 

production showed that production couldn't much depend on rainfall at 

large. 

When I put ten years rainfall and ten years Rice production and 

computed together to get their correlation. Using pear son Ranking 

correlation co-efficient statistical method, and brought reliable result of 

0.04242. Meaning that relationship exist but very week. 

To calculate the co-efficient of rank correlation by pears of formula 

R = l-6ed2 

n(n2-I) 

where D = the different between the corresponding values of the two 

variables. 

N = the number of pairs of the observation. 

R = Ranking the observable variables. 
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TABLE Lf.l SHO'Vl NG RAINFALL AND R1CE PRODUCTION IN 

TONNES FOR TEN YEARS IN THE S'!'UDY AREA. 

YEARS ANNUAL RAINFALL RICE PRODUCTION 

IN TONNES 

1992 1236.7 53975 

1993 1142.2 31924 

1994 1358.5 125680.2 

1995 1102.6 114459.6 

1996 1161.8 1401.38 

1997 1236.5 226722 

1998 784.5 179813 

1999 1155 .1 205482.65 

2000 1206.6 184242 

2001 1195.8 194862 

Sourcc (ADP Blda Zonal Report). FIeld work 2002. 

This table 4.3 reveals that rainfall influence rice production, because most of 

years with high rainfall, indicated high production of rice from the table. For 

example, 1992 with high rainfall accounted for 53975 tones of rice. And 

While in 1997 with high rainfall accounted for 222672.2 tones per 

year. As result, the rate of rainfall then influences the rice production to 

some extent. Although there are silent factors like flooding, drought that 

some times affect the production. But for purposed of 111y objective, I am 

strongly limited my self to influence of rainfall . If at all rainfall is what 



determine rice production then 1993,1992, 1994, 1995 with rnoderate 

rainfall would have high rice production. As such the result of cOlTelation by 

pear son formula that gives us 0.04242 is indicating little relationship. 

It is now believed that, there is relationship between rice production 
and rainfall. The result :6:0111 statistically analysis using spear son Ranking 
cOlTelation co-efficient, with the fonnula, R = 1-6ED2 resulted in 

(0.04242.) 

YEAR R.Fx (MM) PRODUCTION 

IN TONNES 

1992 1236.7 53975 

1993 1189.2 31924 

1994 l328.5 125G~0.2 

1995 1102.6 114459.6 

1996 1161.8 140138 

1997 1236.5 226722 

1998 784.5 179813 

1999 1155.1 20582.65 

2000 1206.6 184242 

2001 1195.8 194862 

compute into the formula above. 

l.c. 

r = 1-6 ED2 

n(ll-l ) 

therefore r = 1-6( 172) 

10(102 -1) 
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N (n2-l) 

X-RANKING Y-RANKING X-Y=D DL 

2 9 -7 49 

6 10 -4 16 

1 7 -6 36 

9 8 1 1 

7 6 1 1 

3 1 2 4 

10 5 5 25 

8 2 6 36 

4 4 0 0 

5 3 2 4 

ED=172 



= 1-6(172) 

10(100-1) 

= 1-1032 

10(99) 

- 1-1032 

990 

= 1-4242 

= -0.04242. 

This then shows that there is relationship exist between rainfall and 

rice yield but very week. 

STUDY AREA 

TABLE 4.2 SHOWS NO. OF DAYS RAINFALL EACH YEAR IN TEN 

YEARS 

YEAR DAYS 

1990 87 

1991 93 

1992 50 

1993 75 

1994 80 

1995 92 

1996 73 

1997 88 

1998 85 

1999 83 

SOURCE NCR! BADEGGI. 

Field work 2002. 
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In the study area, rainfall can be say to be moderate to some extent based on 

the location of the area. The table reveals that 1990-1999 reeei ve fairly 

rainfall but characterized by fluctuation in the number of days, thus 

accounted for variation rainfall. This implies that rainfall is not all what 

influence production, if so the production in table 4.3 would have almost 

equal production. Therefore influence of rainfall in rice production in the 

study area has small correlation 0.04242. 

IN THE STUDY AREA THE TAULE -4.3 SHOWING NO OF 

MONTHS RAINFALL IN TEN YEARS. 

YEAR 

1991 

1992 

1993 

1994 

1995 

1996 

1997 

1998 

1999 

SOURCE - NCR! BADEGGI. 

Field Work 2002. 

MONTHS 

8 

8 

7 

8 

6 

.8 

7 

6 

7 



This study area experiences 6-8 month rainfall but the problem of onset and 

cessation characterized the system if not moderate rainfall is observed to 

bring adequate production in rice farms. But this farmers according to them 

always wait for may and] Line rain before planting rice. If not in this area 

rain is not total absent in each of the ten years estimated above. 

TABLE 4. ,4 DISCRIPTION OF RAINFALL IN 4 YEARS FARMERS 

PERSPECTIVE. 

Edotsu llakeko Lafiag Badeggi Katcha Total % 

Less than normal 2 3 2 3 3 13 27 
Little than normal 

4 4 4 4 4 20 43 
The same throughout 

the year 
2 3 3 2 2 12 26 

More than normal 1 1 - - - 2 4 

Total 9 11 9 9 9 47 100 

Source - Field Work 2002 

This table 4 .6 reveals that about 27% said these years ram is less than 

normal years. While about 4% says, it js just little than normal years, of 

course about26% said, it was the same thToughout years estimates above. 

While only 4% said this rain was more tban normal. In this respect, farmers 

couldn't observe rain period well and no much attention to duration of rain. 

That could be why they put much emphasis on certain crops with early rain 

Years 

1992 

1994 

1997 

2001 



and some time other crops could not meet their demand with rest period of 

the year. 

TABLE 4.5 CAN IUCE BE HERVESTED ALL AT THE SAME 

TIME'! FARMERS RESPONSE 

Edotsu Bakeko Lafiage Badeggi Katcha Total % 

Yes 3 2 4 2 1 12 20.5 

No 4 5 6 5 5 25 41.5 

Because of 4 5 5 5 5 24 39 

its variety 

Total 1 1 12 15 12 11 61 100% 

Source - field work 2002. 

Table 4.7 reveals that rice could grow and matured at different time, because 

of verities. About 42% rejected that it depends on the variety you used in the 

fan11. While about 39% said variety has part to play also term of planting of 

individual seeds. There by 12% said it generally the same in maturation 

stage. 

Table 4.7 has revealed that rice can not matured at the sometime, 

because it has variety and each has period of maturation with short 

difference. 

This could be one way that rain influence production of rice. For example 

those planted with early matured before that of late rain. Any shortage of 

rainfall can influence production, unless irrigation method is used. 
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TABLE 4.' 6 SHOWS THE ruCE PRODUCTION IN TONES 

1992,1994,1997,2000. FAltMERS PERSI ECTIVE. 

Edotsu Bakeko Lafiage Badeggi Katcha Total % 

10-20 1 1 2 3 4 10 11 

21-30 3 3 2 3 3 11 12 

31-40 5 5 6 5 7 23 27 

41-50 5 5 6 7 8 26 29 

50 5 5 5 5 4 19 21 

Total 19 19 21 23 26 89 100% 

Source - Field work 2002. 

Table 4.8 reveals that about 29% harvest between 41-50 tOimes within 

this period of high rainfall. While about 27% said, they had returned from 

rice farm of about 31-40 tones in these few years . So also about 21 % 

harvested together. 50 tones and above, 11% and 12 ranges between 20-30 

tones. 
, , 
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TABLE4.7 SHIOV'! LO',y YIELDS TH ROUGH Ii'LOODING. 

Edotsu Bakeko Lfiage Badeggi Katcha Total % 

1992 4 2 3 2 1 12 21 

1994 3 J 2 1 1 10 18 

1997 5 5 5 5 5 25 45 

2000 2 2 3 3 1 9 16 

Total 14 12 13 9 8 56 100% 

Sources - field work 2002. 

Table 4.9 reveals that about the population expelienced flooding into 

their rice farm during four 4 years mentioned above. This caused low 

harvest, while about 21 % said that 1997 was year of low yields in his rice 

farm, because of flooding. 

In addition to that about 18% experienced it on the year 1995 and 

resulted to low yield in their farm. This because no alternative ways to bring 

water to farm than rainfall. And about 16% revealed that flooding is actual 

reduced \h~production oJn..rice. 
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5.0 SUMMARY CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 

5.1 SUMMARY:-

This research work attempts to describe the cOlTelation between rainfall and 

rice production in Katcha and its environs, with some suggestions for 

lasting solution. Although relationship very week. 

The annual rainfall has been fluctuating since the drought of 1973 and 

1983. Since then, decline of yields in crops as result of uncertainity on the 

part of the farmers as what might happened to the, if they plant earlier than 

normal time of planting, or delay, planting when rain might have stoped 

before cessation dates. 

It has been found that most of the farmers responded to the drought or 

flood by adopting new techniques of production, including the cultivation 

of early maturing crops (new high breed variety), and dry season ilTigation 

farming. 
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5.2 CONCLUSION 

The effect of variability in rainfall in ~ .: . __ .' is not as severe and serious in 

this area as compared with other parts of the country especially where 

drought were persistent, although some crops fail to l11ature or yield much as 

desired. 

A drought or Hood year effects fmming activities in the following 

year, hence there was always some reluctance on the part of farmer for fear 

early planting and experience sudden break. However fanners have discover 

from this research that to keep fertilizer, pesticides ready in case the rainfall 

normalizes 

They employed to increase the output through increase in the hectare 

of the farm land. 

In general the variability of rainfall will continue to affect the region 

and northern part of Nigeria, unless some thing remarkable is done by the 

government and the people themselves to adopt and check the situation. 
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RECOMMENDATION. 

The farmers need capital from government to enable them cope with 

modem techniques of farming, because, chemicals, tractors, and seeds 

variety with early maturation period are required. And each of them 

deserved money or kind. To avoid land disputes. 

All middle men are to be removed between government and farmers, 

during annual distribution of farm imputes irrigation farming, construction 

of water ways to up land farms, application of fertilizer and early planting of 

rice with the first rain must be encouraged, to avoid rice failure when rain 

could not required month for rice. 

I . 1 
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APPENDIX I. 

QlIES'.'.ON N;\II{I~. 

la. Nalnc ........... . ............................. ... .... . .. . .... . 

U. Villagc ................ . ....... . ..... . ... ..... .. ............... . 

c. Age vanatlOl1. .................. . ...... . ............. . ..... .. ......... . 

Tick one 

lS-2S[] 2(> -3Sll 36-4S[] 46 -50lJ 

2. Your major occupation 

(1) Fanning I.] b) l3Iadesmith r] c) Civil servant l] d) Fishing [ ] 

u) Schoolingll 

3. Your secondary occupation 

a) Tailoring [ j u) Contraction [ ] c) Schooling [ ] 

4. Your third occupation 

-
a) Studcnt. [ ] u) Prcmolar [J c) Ilatualish [ ] 

S. Your reiigion 

a) Islam [J b) Christianity l] c) Traditionalist [] d) Frec thicker [ ] 

6. Your educationallevel 

a) Primary schoollcvel [ J b) Sccolldaty school level [ ] 

c) Tertiary level [J " 
/ ' 

d) Univcrsity [ J 

7. Your aretofspccialisation? 

a) Agriculture [] b) Administration [J c) COll1ll1crcial[ J d) Medical [ ] 



8. For how long have hcclI r~lIming? 

a) Less than lOyrs II u) 11- 15yrs l] c) Morc than 15yrs. l] 

9. What type of crops do you cultivate most? 

a) Rice [] b) (i/eom r j c) Yam & Legumes l j d) Banana [J c) S/cane [] 

/ 

) O. If both cereal & legull1cous are cultivated, at what ratio arc tliey cultivated. 

[I) 20 - 80 [] h) 30 - 70 [] c) 40 - GO l] d) 50 - GO [ ] 

11. What tillle of the year do you usually plant your crops? 

a) March l j b) April l] c) May l j d) JUIlC [ ] 

12. What lillie of the year do yuu usually plant rice. 

a) March [I b) April [] c) May l) d) JUIIC [ ] 

13 . What time of the year do you get first raill. 

a) March [J b) April l J c) May l J d) June l] 

14. Which month do you panted other than those selected above. 

a) April [ ] b) July (] c)'February [J d) January [ ] 

15. Which crup or crops du you plant at this timc of on-set among the following 

crops as appropriatc? 

a) Millet r] u) Maize [ ] c) Rice [J d) G/nut [] c) Sorghum [ ] 

1 G. Please spcci ry the period and month you plant your crops from the year 1991 -: 

2000. 



-_._-_._ .. _-_. -.. --.---- .. __ . - - -_ .. -_. . _ ....... _----_._._-------- ---, 

1994 
1995 
1996 
1997 
1998 
1999 
2001 

YEA IZ PLANTING PERIOD MONTI 1 

._- _ ._-._ ---_ .. . . -._-_ .. --. - ... . .. -. - .. __ .-._- ---
17. How would you compare the rai n fwm 1991 / 1996 and 1997 and 2000. 

a) Same arc vcry much less than normal [ ] b) Some little than Bonnal [] 

b) Some arc move than nonnal l ] d) Some arc move than nonnal [ ] 

18. Characteristics pattern of rainfall years above? 

n) Sloped laIc [I b) Stoped carly [I c) Started carly [] 

d) Rainfall ill all years during ra in ing seasoll [ ] 

e) There arc enough rain for these crops all years [ J 

19. Can you estimate (ratc of harvesting pcr hectare for the years (1994 - 1996) 

1997 - 98. J\ rate o( harvesting as in tick. 

YEAI{ 
1991 

1992 

199J 

1994 

1995 

1996 

1997 

1998 

1999 

2000 

/ ' 

LITTLE MODERATE VERY IvlUCH 

.... -_ .... _ ... __ ._----'------ ---' 



20. You harvest all crops at the sometime? 

a) Yes l ] b) No l ] 

21. Reasons 

a) Variety problem [] b) Nature of rainfall [J c) Depend on time of planting [J 

22. What type of Agricultural system do you olTer? 

a) Mechanical system I J b) Traditional type [ ] 

b) Both mcchallical & traditiollall J <.I) NOllc of abovc [ ] 

23. How do you improve your production capacity on crops like maize rice, sligar 

cane. / ' 

a) Application of fertilizer [ 1 

b) Wceding ol1ly [ 1 

b) Insecticide/herbicide l ] 

d) Locallllanllrc [ J 

24. Where/how do you get feltilizer and other chemicals 

a) Through government agencies [} b) Through marketers l ] 

b) Private company [1 <I) Co-operative [ I 

25. In your farm land which crop/crops yield most as from J 99 J - 2000. 

a) sugar cane [] b) Leguminous [] c) Rice d) [Jeans [ ] 

26. Can you give account of the years that you experienced heavy or high 

appreciable harvest thal attribute to railllilil. 

a) 1994-98l1 b)1995-96[J e)J996-97lJ d)1998-2000[] 

27. from your experience what can you accept as cause of low yield of riee and 

sugar cane? 
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a) Low rain fall I 

e) Diseases [ J 

b) Late onset I ] c ) Fertilizer l j d) flooding [ j 

f) Weeds. 

28. Which of the period of year do expcricllce flooding on your farm land. 

(1) 1991 L j h) 1996 I I c)199711 d)19921J c)2000[J 

29. Out of the factors mcntioned in No. 27 above which do you think has grates 

innuencc on Rice production? 

a) A & B [ I b) C & D II c) I~ & A 11 d) E r. 1 

30. What is your attitude to wards fanning as occupation? 

a) VelY ellcouraging [] b) Discouraging r] c) COlllpOSOly l ] 

31. Which of fanning practices that ofTer you much yield among the following 

crops? 

a) MOllO cropping l ] 

c) Croi) rotation [ ] 

b) ~·lixed fanlling l J 

d) Shining cultivation [ ] 

32. Ilow would YOll assess the rate of flooding and drought among the problems? 

a) The most seriolls problem -[ ] b) One of the seriolls problem [ ] 

b) Onc of slight problem [ ] c) Onc of the serious problem [ ] 

d) Dangerous to plant/aimed 

33. How do you control fu~ure flood and tlroughl. 

a) Look for another job [ ] u) Stop sell and food stufT [ ] 

b) Leave that area for another area I. j 

c) Construction of dminage tree and hridges [ ] 



34. Wltat are efTorl of govcrllment to you in times of aid \\fllcll experiencillg flood 

and drought. 

a) Always llIolley & kinds [ J 

c) Never at alii j 

b) SOllletilllc I I 

d) Orate instruction & promises l ] 

35. If there is any aid on what for is sllch aid? 

a) Little food stuff. [] b) Fcrtilizer/chcllIical[ ] 

b) Improved seeds . [ J d) Machines e.g. tractor l ] 

c) Little moncy and little food stuIT [I 

36. I low do YOll encourage l}ig.h production of Rice rather than r~infal1. 

a) Co-operativc farming l] u) Fertilizer l] 

c) Scientific farming & cOlllparative [ J 

d) Seeds, chcllIical, machincs crop rotation [ J 

e) Irrigation channels and bridgc [ ] 

37. Types of rice farm you posses? 

a) Up land ricc tcrm II b) Low land rice fann [ ] 

b) Underground waler rice farm [ J c) 130th A and B. 

38. In which ways do you prevent low yield in your rice farm? 

n) Through mechanised farming l J 

b) Through growing both IIp and low rice [ ] 

c) Through application fertilizer alonc [ ] 

d) Improve your capital [ ] 



e) Get ellough capital alld take to lJ1echallised fanning. l J 

39. Where you ever illvolve in any land di spute? 

a) Yes[) b) No [ ) 

40. If yes your somec of land disputes you once were involved 

a) Upland for fanlling [ ] 

b) Marsh land for rice farm l ] 

c) Land for res idcnce 

41 . frequency of land disputes per year you were involved 

a) 0-5[] b)G-IO[] c)II-15[J 

42. Possible ways of growing rice very well in the study area. 

a) Through scicntific mcthod L J 

b) Avoid late rain [ J 

c) Wait for June [ ]/ 
/ ' 
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APPENDIX it 

To calculate the co-cfTicicnt of ranking correlation by pears of formula. 

r 

Where 

D = the dirTercnce between the rank for corresponding values of the two variables. 

n = the number of pears as the observatiolls. 

-----~ ... _ _ _ . _. _ _____ • ___ 0. , ___ _ ._ • __ _ 

YEARS ANNUAL RAINFALL YEARS P/RICE 

1992 1236.7 1992 53975 

199.1 1189.2 1993 31924 

199'~ 13~8.5 1994 125680.2 

1995 1102.6 1995 114459.6 

]996 1161.8 1996 140138 

1997 / ' 1236.5 IY97 226722 

1998 784.5 1998 179813 

1999 1155.1 1999 205482.65 

2000 1206.6 2000 184242 

2001 1195.8 2001 194862 

Source: ADP Bida. 



YEAR R.Fx(MM) TONES 
PRODUCTION 

1992 1236.7 53975 

1993 1189.2 31924 

1994 1118.5 125680.2 

1995 1102.6 114459.6 

1996 1161.8 140138 

1997 1236.5 226722 

1998 784.5 179813 

1999 1155.1 205482.65 

2000 1206.6 184242 

2001 1195.8 194862 

Compute into the formula above. 
I.e 
r = 1- 6ED2 

nCn2-1) 

therefore 
r = 1 - 6(172) 

10(102-1) 

= 1 - 6(172) 
10(100-1 ) 

= 1-1032 
10(99) 

= 1-1032 
990 

= 0.042 
very week. 

X-RAKING Y=RAKING X-Y=D DL 

2 9 -7 49 

6 10 -4 16 

1 7 -6 36 

9 8 1 1 

7 6 1 1 

3 1 2 4 

10 5 5 25 

8 2 6 36 

4 4 0 0 

5 3 2 4 
.1. ED =172 
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BADEGGI: 12 ).rEARS ANNUAL RAINFALL. 

; I J F 1M IA M I J J A I s 0 N I D I TOTAL 
0 00 ' ~ ... J 0.0 X 1.8 287.3 117.7 264.7 180.6 160.0 109.9 00 on 126?f 
1 O(l (l.5 6!U 50.X 205.9 :>31.5 237.0 244.7 24(J.() 75.7 00 .. 1364 
2 Oll 0.0 (l.OO 141.7 136.6 133.9 128.9 14XA 21G.O 31.5 - 00 on 936.2 
3 00 0.0 G 1.6 8.9 154.7 24U\ 206.9 308A 24(l.4 152.5 ()() 00 1375.5 
4 00 O.ll I O.(l :18.9 171.9 154.4 75.8 425.7 194.0 102. 1 00 00 1159.8 
5 00 (Ul 22.9 4~ .X 92.3 128.7 236.7 307.5 152.2 105.6 12.3 no 888.97 
6 00 1:-1.9 00 12 .6 199.4 190.7 20U :126.1 170.:\ 11.3 00 00 1161.8 
7 00 0.0 64.9 53 .9 129.3 279.2 219.0 227.2 147.5 135.4 7.2 00 126:1 .6 
8 00 .. 000 67.1 213.2 75.5 239.7 145.5 15:1.7 103.0 ()O 00 997.7 
9 00 2.8 0.8 1:2.1 , 135.4 196.8 2()4.1 19 .. U 153.7 98.0 00 .0 1158.2 
() 00 (l.O 9.5 1.) .4 I 118.5 280.5 171.9 284.3 262.8 72.0 00 00 11~:.:5 , 
1 (}(l (J.O 00 ~I7.8 245.9 385.5 )08.6 __ ~~~- .~ 00 O(l 

-. --
_~~:_4 _~i_1J2-L __ 

---- - -- - --- - -- - -
_10.,.' . .) I 

Source: NCR] Bade1!gj Field work 2002 ..... ~ 
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